
180 000 €180 000 €

Buying terrain à bâtirBuying terrain à bâtir

Surface : 1962 m²Surface : 1962 m²

Field appearance :Field appearance : Plat

Exposition :Exposition : Sud ouest

View  :View  : Dégagée

Features :Features :

Calme, Superbe exposition, Terrain plat,

Grande parcelle de 1962 m², Borné, Accés

facile à la parcelle 

Energy class (dpe) : Energy class (dpe) : Unavailable

Emission of greenhouse gases (ges) :Emission of greenhouse gases (ges) :

Unavailable

Document non contractuel
03/05/2024 - Prix T.T.C

Terrain à bâtir 262 CurbansTerrain à bâtir 262 Curbans

The real estate lodge is pleased to present to you this magnificent land for sale,
with an area of 1962 m² , located in the charming town of Curbans . Characteristics
of the Land: Area : 1962 m² Configuration: Flat and ready to accommodate your real
estate project Servicing: All the necessary amenities are already present Exposure
: Benefiting from optimal sunshine all year round Panoramic View: Enjoy a
breathtaking unobstructed view of the surrounding area Environment: Nestled in a
peaceful area, offering absolute serenity Strengths and Advantages: Ideal for
building your primary or secondary residence. Proximity to local amenities and
services. Easy access to hiking trails and outdoor activities. Strategic location, a
few minutes from main roads. Curbans is renowned for its picturesque charm, its
preserved natural setting and its friendly atmosphere. This land represents a rare
opportunity to invest in a place where quality of life rhymes with authenticity. For
more information or to schedule a visit, do not hesitate to contact us. 
Fees and charges :
180 000 € fees included 
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